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returned to the base of the
30-meter pit just below
P209, where Karlin discovered a small, going streamway just meters away from
the end of the rope. After a
quick look down 30 meters
of small meander, they decided the lead was worth
another trip. The next day,
Stan, Jean-Marc, and Karlin
returned, and they descended 45 meters of pits
followed by 75 meters of
nice clean meander. Still following good air and water,
they began the next pit series, but soon ran out of
rope. Arniko, Stan, and
Gosia returned enthusiastically the next day loaded
with rigging gear and 300
meters of rope, ready to go
deep. They descended the
next pit, 16 meters deep,
into a narrowing meander.
Doubting that it would go,
they sent Stan ahead for a
quick look. He found an 8meter drop to a 30-meter
water crawl, and then a 10meter pit and 60 meters of
meander left him at the top
of yet another pit, where he
stopped. Though the air and
water went on, they decided
one would have to be desperate to continue, so they
left it for now.
Another lead-checking trip
into So On Jan was made by
Karlin and Page. They descended to the –550-meter
level in the canyon beyond
the Electrolux borehole. The
first lead was a nice horizontal gallery, but the floor was
soon covered with gypsum
needles and flowers, and
they turned around. The
next lead was a breezy hole
in the floor of the canyon,
where they surveyed numerous small galleries and
loops before descending the
main drop. Page rigged into
a wet shaft with lots of sharp
blades of rock. A dicey redirection gave way, swinging
Page into the wall, where he
received a bloody head
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